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Across

3. the set of whole numbers and their 

opposites

6. the answer to a division problem

9. the difference between the smallest 

number and the largest number in the 

data

11. having the same value in quantity, 

size, or amount

12. the number in division that is to be 

divided into equal parts

15. a faction in which the numerator is 

greater than the denominator

19. a comparison of two numbers by 

division

20. the number that is written above the 

line in a fraction

24. an angle smaller than 90 degrees

25. numbers in addition problems that 

are added together to form a sum

26. the answer to a subtraction problem

28. numbers that can be written as a 

ratio

29. a number that has factors other than 

1 and itself

30. an equation that shows that two 

fractions are equal

Down

1. an angle larger than 90 degrees but 

less than 180 degrees

2. a fractional number with a 

denominator of 100

4. an angle that measures 180 degrees

5. a whole number greater than 1 that 

has only itself and the number 1 as factors

7. the fraction that results from 

switching the denominator and the 

numerator

8. the number that is written below the 

line in a fraction

10. the number that would fall in the 

middle if the results were arranged in 

order from least to greatest

13. the opposite operation

14. the answer to a multiplication 

problem

16. the number that occurs most 

frequently in a set of data

17. an angle that measures 90 degrees

18. a fraction in which the numerator is 

smaller than the denominator

21. the average value of a set of 

numbers

22. the answer to an addition problem

23. the number in a division problem by 

which the dividend is divided

27. one of two or more numbers that are 

multiplied together to get a product


